Unit 3 Lesson 10
Building Programs with Functions
Textbook Authors:
Knowlton, Barksdale, Turner, &
Collings
PowerPoint Lecture
by Dave Clausen

How to Build Programs with
Functions
• Examine the source code in Code List 10-1.
• The program consists of one function,
int main ().
• You may have difficulty, however, quickly
determining what the program
accomplishes.
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Code List 10-1
//series.cpp
series.txt
#include <iostream.h>
int main ()
{
int choice;
// variable for user input
int i;
// variable for loops and output
do // loop until a valid choice is entered
{
cout << “which series do you wish to display?\n”;
cout << “1- Odd numbers from 1 to 30\n”;
cout << “2 – Even numbers from 1 to 30\n”;
cout << “3 – All numbers from 1 to 30\n”;
cin >> choice;
// get choice from user
if (( choice < 1) | | (choice > 3) ) / / if invalid entry, give message
{
cout << “Choice must be 1, 2, or 3\n”;
}
}while ( ( choice < 1 ) | | (choice > 3) );
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Code List 10-1 Continued
switch (choice)
{
case 1:

case 2:

case 3:

for (i = 1; i <= 30; i = i + 2)
cout << i << ‘ ‘;
cout << end1;
break;
for (i = 2; i <= 30; i = i + 2)
cout << i << ‘ ;’;
cout << end1;
break;
for (i = 1; i <= 30; i++)
cout << i << ‘ ‘ ;
cout << end1;
break;

}
return 0;
}
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Code List 10-1 Discussion
• When the program is run, the user is
prompted from a menu to choose which
series of numbers to view.
• Depending on the user’s choice, the
program displays a series of odd numbers,
even numbers, or all integers from 1 to 30.
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User Defined Functions
• User Defined Function
• A function designed and defined by the
programmer.
page130.cpp
page130.txt
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Code List 10-1 Using Functions
• The program in Code List 10-1 could have been
better written using more than one function.
• A diagram that shows the functions of a program
is sometimes called a Visual Table of Contents
(VTOC).
• The lines represent connections between the
functions.
• Each function is accessed by the function above it
as long as the line connects them.
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Figure 10-1
• Here is the VTOC for the revised version of
Code List 10-1.
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Figure 10-1 Discussion
• In this case, the main function “calls” the
get_choice function to ask the user to
choose the series to display.
• Next, the handle_choice function is called
to direct the program flow to one of the
three functions under it-one for each series.
• The source code for figure 10-1 is presented
in the next lesson.
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Guidelines For Building a
Program with Functions
• Using functions helps the programmer
develop programs that can be:
• easily coded,
• debugged, and
• maintained.

• Keep the following guidelines in mind
when building programs that have more
than one function.
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Guidelines 2
1.

Organization.
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.

A large program is easier to read and modify if it is logically
organized into functions.
It is easier to work with a program in parts, rather than one large
chunk.
A well-organized program, consisting of multiple functions, is
easier to read and debug.
Once a single function is tested and performs properly you can
set it aside and concentrate on problem areas of the program.

Autonomy.
1.
2.

Programs should be designed so that they consist mainly of
stand alone functions of modules.
Each function is autonomous, meaning the function does not
depend on data or code outside the function any more than
necessary.
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Guidelines 3
3.

Encapsulation.
1.
2.

4.

The term encapsulations refers to enclosing the details
of a function within the function itself…
…so that those details do not have to be known in order
to use the function.

Reusability.
1.
2.

Because functions typically perform a single and welldefined task…
…they may be reused in the same program or even in
other programs.
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Guidelines 4
• Functions may be written for any purpose.
• For example, you could create a function that converts
Fahrenheit temperatures to Celsius or a function that gets
input from the user.
• A functions can also be a go-between for other parts of the
program, as illustrated in the handle_choice function of
Figure 10-1.

• There are two popular methods of designing programs.
• The first method, called top-down design, begins with the
functions at the top of the VTOC and works toward the
functions at the bottom of the VTOC.
• In other words the general organization and flow of the
program is decided before the details are coded.
• This is like writing the main points of an outline without
filling in the sub points yet.
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Guidelines 5
• Bottom-up design involves beginning with the bottom
of the VTOC and working your way up.
• Some programmers prefer to work out the details of how the
program will perform specific tasks and then bring the
details together to create the overall organization and flow of
the program.

• Whether you use top-down or bottom-up design, it is
important to take an organized approach to writing a
multifunction program.
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The Syntax of Functions
• With each program you have written, you
have created a main function.
• You can use a similar syntax to create other
functions.
• But before we look at other functions, let us
take another look at the main function.
• The main function in the programs shown
in this book have looked like the ones in
Code List 10-2.
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Code List 10-2
int main ()
{
// body of program
return 0;
}
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Code List 10-2 Discussion
• When the program reaches the return 0;
statement, the value 0 is returned to the operating
system.
• This value tells the operating system that the
program ended normally (without errors).
• The value returned is a standard integer because
we specified an int data type when the main
function was declared.
• i.e. int main( )
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Code List 10-2 Discussion 2
• There are times when a function has no
reason to return a value.
• To prevent a value from being returned, the
void keyword is used in place of a data type
(for example, instead of int).
• You might have seen programs with a main
function like the one in Code List 10-3.
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Code List 10-3
void main ()
{
//body of program
}
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Code List 10-3 Discussion
• In a void function, no value is returned,
therefore, no return statement is included.
• Newer operating systems are more likely to
take advantage of the value returned by the
main function.
• Therefore, you should get into the habit of
creating main functions that return a zero when
they terminate normally (without errors).
• The void main functions are used less
frequently now that in the past.
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Code List 10-3 Discussion 2
• As mentioned earlier, creating other functions
in C++ programs is similar to creating the
main function.

• Some functions need NO data AND return
no values. These are called void functions.
• The function call appears on a line by itself
and not as a part of a statement.
• The function is not called in a cout statement.
• The function is not called in an assignment
statement.
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Void Functions
•
•
•
•

Programming Style:
Use function names that include action verbs
Use a capital letter to begin each word.
For two word functions use the underscore
character between the words.
• i.e. void Display_Info( );
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Void Function Implementation
void Display_Header( )
//Takes no parameters and returns no values
//The sole purpose is to display text on the output screen.
//Perhaps a header, a greeting, or to display output.
{
cout<<“Grades for Computer Science” << endl;
cout<<endl;
cout<<“Student Name
Grade”<< endl;
cout<<“-----------------------”<<endl;
}
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Code List 10-4
• Code List 10-4 shows a simple function that
prints a message to the screen.
void Print_Title ()
{
cout << “Soccer Tournament Scheduler
Program<<endl”;
cout << “By Ben and Conrad <<endl”;
}
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Code List 10-4 Discussion
• The name of the function is Print_Title( ).
• The void keyword indicates that no value is
returned.
• The parentheses after the name let the compiler
know that Print_Title( ) is a function.
• The statements between the braces are executed
when the function Print_Title( ) is “called”
(usually from the int main( ) function).
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Code List 10-5
int main ( )
{
//variable declarations here…
Print_Title ( ); // call to the Print_Title function
// insert the rest of the program here
return 0;
}
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Function Prototypes
• There is one more thing you have to do to
make your own functions work.
• At the top of your program you must tell the
compiler that your function exists (or
declare your function, just like you would
declare a variable).
• You do this by creating a prototype or a
function declaration.
• Basically, a prototype or declaration defines
the function for the compiler.
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Function Prototypes 2
• The function prototype is identical to the first line
of the function itself, except that we end the
prototype with a semicolon.
• The prototype at the beginning of the program
tells the compiler that later in the source code it
will find a user defined function.
• Code List 10-6 shows the functions from Code
Lists 10-4 and 10-5 assembled into a working
program, including the required function prototype
or function declaration.
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Function Declarations
• Function Declaration
• Function name, number and type of arguments
it expects and type of value it returns (if any).
• General Form:
• <return type> <Function_Name> (<arguments>);
• function name is descriptive valid identifier
• return type, declares the one data type returned by
the function, or use void in this lesson.
• There will be no arguments used in this lesson.
• Style: include comments regarding input & output
of any variables (there are none in this lesson).
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Function Order Within a Program
Comments
Preprocessor Directives (#include …)
Constant Declaration

Function Declarations (Prototypes)
int main( )
{
//main program
// Function calls
}

Function Implementations
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Comments For Function
Declarations (Prototypes)
• For programming style, I want you to add
five comment lines for every function
declaration (prototype).
• The first two lines will help us remember the
purpose and function of the function.
• The third comment line will be blank.
• The fourth & fifth lines will help us keep track
of the flow of variables in and out of the
function.
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Function Declaration Example
• Here is an example of the function declaration
including comments:
//Function: Print_Title
//This function will print the names of the authors of the program
//
//Input: none
//Output: none
void Print_Title();
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Code List 10-6
// 1stfunct.cpp
#include <iostream.h>

1stfunct.txt

void Print_Title ( ); // prototype or declaration for print_title function
int main ( )
{
Print_Title ( ) ; // call to print_title
// insert the rest of the program here
return 0;
} // end of main function
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------// function to print program title to the screen
void Print_Title ( ) //Don’t put a semicolon here
{
cout << “Soccer Tournament Scheduler Program\n”;
cout << “By Ben and Conrad McCue\n”;
} end of print_title
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Functions and Program Flow
• In Step-by-Step 10.1, the main function began executing
when the program was run.
• The first statement in the main function called the
Print_Title function.
• The call caused execution to jump to the Print_Title
function.
• When a function is called, the computer executes the
statements in the function beginning with the first statement.
• When the end of the function is reached, program execution
resumes with the statement that follows the call to the
function.
• Figure 10-2 shows the sequence of execution in a simple
three-function example.
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Figure 10-2
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Figure 10-2 Discussion
• The programs begins with the first statement of the main
function (1), which is a call to the print_title function.
• The flow of logic goes to the print_title function, which
includes two statements (2 and 3), and they are executed
next.
• When the last statement (3) in the print_title function is
executed, the flow of logic returns to the statement (4) that
follows the previous function call in int main ( ).
• The statement in the print_goodbye function (5) is then
executed.
• The flow of logic then returns to main ( ), where the
program ends (6).
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More Programming Style
• Use a line of equal sign comments before
int main.
• After int main use a comment line of
subtraction signs.
• Use a comment line of subtraction signs
between each function implementation.
• After the last function implementation, use
2 comment lines of equal signs to signify
the end of all source code for that file.
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Code List 10-7
// 1stfunct2.cpp

1stfunct2.txt

#include <iostream.h>
void Print_Title ( );
/ / prototype for Print_Title function
void Print_Goodbye ( );
/ / prototype for Print_Goodbye function
//======================================================
int main ( )
{
Print_Title ( ); / / call to Print_Title
// insert the rest of the program here
Print_Goodbye ( );
return 0;
} // end of main function
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mr. Dave Clausen
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Code List 10-7 (Continued)
//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// function to print program title to the screen
void Print_Title ( )
{
cout << “Soccer Tournament Scheduler Program\n”;
cout << “By Ben and Conrad McCue\n”;
} // end of print_title
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// function to print closing message
void Print_Goodbye ( )
{
cout << “Thank you for using the Soccer Tournament Scheduler.\n”;
} // end of print_goodbye
//====================================================
//====================================================
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Scope of Variables
• When building a program that consists of functions,
you must be concerned with how data is made
available to the functions.
• In this section, you will learn about the accessibility of
variables in functions and how to get data to and from
functions.

• As programs get larger, it is important to keep tight
control over variables to prevent errors in your
programs.
• One way to do this is to make the data in variables accessible
only in the areas where that data is needed.
• When data is needed in another part of the program, it is better
to send that data and that data only to the part of the program
that needs it.
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Scope of Variables 2
• Variables in C++ can either be local or global.
• A local variable is declared within a function and
is accessible only within that function.
• A global variable is declared before the int main
function.
• Global variables are accessible everywhere in the
program.
• Scope of an identifier
• the largest block of code where the identifier is
available.
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Code List 10-8
// scope.cpp
#include <iostream.h>

scope.txt

int i = 3; // global variable – Don’t do this in Mr. Clausen’s class.
void My_Function ( ); //function declaration
//==============================================================
int main ( )
{
int j,k;
// variables local to the main functions
// j and k are not accessible outside of the main function
j = 2;
k = i + j;
cout << “j = “ << j << “and k = “ << k << ‘\n’;
cout << “i = “ << i << “ before the call to myfunction.\n”;
My_Function ( ); // call to myfunction
cout << “i = “ << i << “ after the call to myfunction.\n”;
return 0;
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mr. Dave Clausen
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Code List 10-8 (Continued)
//------------------------------------------------------------------------------------void My_Function ( )

{
int l;
l = ++i;

// local variable
// the variable i is accessible because i is global
// the variable i is changed globally
cout << “l = “ << l << ‘\n’;
cout << “The variable l is lost as soon as myfunction exists.\n”;
}
//=================================================
//=================================================
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Code List10-8 Discussion
• Because the variable “i” is accessible in the entire
program, changes made to i while in My_Function
will be made to the global variable.
• Therefore, those changes will still be in effect when the
program returns to the main function

• If a statement were added to My_Function that
attempted to access the variable k, located in main,
an error would result.
• The variable k is accessible only from within the
main functions.
• In a similar manner, the variable l is inaccessible
outside of My_Function because it is local to
My_Function.
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Local Variable Advantages
• Why have local variables if they are inaccessible to other
parts of the program?
• One reason is that they exist only while the function is executing
and memory is released when the function terminates.
• If a variable is needed only within a particular function, you save
memory by creating and disposing of the variable within the
function.

• Using local variables could limit the number of errors, that
occur in a program.
• If all variables were global, an error made in a variable and used by
various functions could cause multiple errors.
• However, if you use local variables, any errors are limited to the
function in which the variable is declared.
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Local Variable Advantages 2
• Use local variables whenever possible.
• Even a large program should have very few global variables (there
should not be any for this class).
• Using local variables keeps a tighter control over your program’s
data, resulting in fewer bugs and programs that are easier to
maintain.

• You may be wondering how data can get to other functions
if everything is local.
• As you will learn in the next lesson, when a functions is created,
you can choose what data you want to send to the function.
• You will also learn various ways of sending data to a function.
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Local and Global Identifiers
• Global Identifiers
• those that are declared before the int main
function.
• Good Style limits global identifiers to:
• constants
Please
Pleaseuse
useglobal
globalconstants!
constants!
• function declarations

• Local Identifiers
• declared between { and } of int main or any
other function.

Don’t
Don’tuse
useglobal
globalvariables!!!
variables!!!
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